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• ??? : hip roof
• ???? : Find pictures of a hip roof. Find pictures of a hip roof. Find information on hip
roof trusses. I’m looking for engineering drawings of a hip roof. What are the advantages
and disadvantages of a hip roof over other roof types?
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0 identifying spider bites
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2 tooth abscess
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12 evidence for evolution
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25 how has african american music influence history
28 game theory
29 view my internet history
30 ketogenic diet
33 where to find morel mushrooms
34 magnesium rich foods
35 common schizophrenia drugs
37 fidel castro
42 educational advantages of social networking sites
43 flowering plants
44 how to tie a windsor knot
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??? (α, β, γ) ????????? (mobile_label) ? mobile_label = α × pc_label + β ×
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[12] ??????????????? Cohen ? κ ??????? label i ? label j ????
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? 6.1 PC label (TREC Web Track????)? mobile label (?????????????)
? confusion matrix
mobile label
0 1 2 3 4
PC
label
0 6 11 7 3 0 27
1 6 19 20 12 7 64
2 2 4 13 16 1 36
3 1 0 2 4 1 8
4 0 0 0 0 0 0







(1,2) 0.302 [0.203, 0.401]
(1,3) 0.395 [0.293, 0.498]
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